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When riding your bike or driving your car have you ever zigged when you should have zagged? If you do it how can you possibly expect non-sentient molecules, colloids, and other building blocks to always know where to go? One can tune the shapes (entropic and enthalpic) of the colloids [1], construct complex interaction potentials between them [2], or make a heterogeneous mix of components with specific interactions [3]. One can arrange for a detailed and delicate experimental protocol to help the colloids along at critical moments [4] either in an open-loop or closed-loop situation, the latter requiring the introduction of various “demons” and “daemons” to watch over the assembly [5]. These problems live at the nexus of statistical mechanics in and out of equilibrium, geometry, and information theory. In recent work by Schulman, Wright, and Winfree, the authors have developed, deployed, and experimentally tested another route to faithful production. In a vein akin to kinetic proofreading [6] and error-correcting codes [7], they have created building blocks that have a double-checking feature that halts the growth of materials that miss the targets.

They have built on their earlier work of programming DNA tiles. Each tile has four active corners that have unpaired DNA strands in complimentary pairs, for instance upper left to lower right and lower right to upper left. The sequences have been optimized to make the binding as specific as possible. To build a two-dimensional pattern takes two steps; first, a weft is made as shown in Figure 1 (the weft is strand that moves from left to right as one weaves. The warp is perpendicular to the weft.). The colored blocks labeled A and B hold the tiles together along with end caps (not shown) that make the weft into a single zig-zag. Why the colors and labels? Each color and label is a different strand/complimentary-
strand link and the colors are constant along lines going from bottom left to top right. The two types (for instance, “blue A” and “blue B”) are necessary so that the doubled end caps have a unique position enforcing the connectivity of the weft – an A row grows to the right and a B row grows to the left.

Now the replication. Along one strand of the weft one chooses a binary code, represented by yellow and green in Figure 2. After programming a row of data the available blocks will automatically propagate the pattern over and over again, forming an arbitrarily long ribbon. All that is required is that there are no “not” tiles that change yellow to green or green to yellow from lower left to upper right.

![Figure 2. Programming the warp.](image)

This modality was pursued by some of the authors in prior work [8]: now they have embellished their assembly procedure by copying each of the bits, for instance, copying each bit so that YGY becomes YYGGYY – twice the bits. That might seem just like an extra layer of complexity that could be achieved by using fatter tiles. But, just like the presence of an intermediate state in kinetic proofreading, doubling the data makes the replication more and more reliable. The left Y and the right Y are made of different blocks. Once a right Y, for instance, attaches to the ribbon, it favors the left Y next. But if, by accident, a right G attaches in the right Y’s spot then there is no next tile that fits. The left G is not happy because of the left Y in the preceding pick (row) and the left Y does not want to be next to a right G. Two mistakes are needed to keep the ribbon growing (see Figure 3 in the paper). Tripling the redundancy only makes this effect stronger. The probability of stopping grows as a power of the redundancy – error correction! This paper systematically explores this qualitative insight in [9] by tripling and quadrupling the message to achieve reliable propagation of information.

Not unlike choosing the right team, the secret is to have intelligent designers who can build reliable building blocks.